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ABSTRACT 
 
The report  "Probability of Defect Detection  of  Posiva’s electron beam weld" describes  
POD curves of four NDT methods radiographic testing, ultrasonic testing, eddy current 
testing and visual testing. POD-curves are based on the artificial defects in reference 
blocks. The results are devoted to the demonstration of suitability of the methods for EB 
weld testing. Report describes methodology and procedure applied by BAM. 
 
Report creates a link from the assessment of the reliability and inspection performance 
to the risk assessment process of the canister final disposal project. Report ensures the 
confirmation of the basic quality of the NDT methods and their capability to describe 
the quality of the EB-weld.  
 
The probability of detection curves are determined based on the MIL-1823 standard and 
it's reliability guidelines. The MIL-1823 standard was developed for the determination 
of integrity of gas turbine engines for the US military. 
 
In the POD-process there are determined as a key parameter for the defect detectability 
the a90/95 magnitudes, i.e. the size measure a of the defect, for which the lower 95 % 
confidence band crosses the 90 % POD level. By this way can be confirmed that defects 
with a size of a90/95 will be detected with 90 % probability. In case the experiment will 
be repeated 5 % might fall outside this confidence limit 
 
Keywords: Probability of detection curves, POD-curves, NDT-methods, EB-welding, 
ultrasonic inspection, radiographic inspection, eddy current inspection, visual inspec-
tion. 



 



Posivan elektronisuihkuhitsatussa rakenteessa olevien vikojen
havaitsemistodennäköisyys 

TIIVISTELMÄ 
 

Raportissa "Posivan elektronisuihkuhitsatussa rakenteessa olevien vikojen havaitse-
mistodennäköisyys" esitetään neljän NDT menetelmän: radiograafisen, ultraääni, pyör-
revirta ja visuaalisen testauksen havaitsemistodennäköisyyskäyrät (POD-käyrät). POD-
käyrät perustuvat vertailukappaleissa oleviin keinovikoihin. Tulokset keskittyvät lähin-
nä tarkastusmenetelmien soveltuvuuden demonstrointiin EB-hitsin tarkastuksessa. 
Raportissa kuvataan BAMin käyttämää metodologiaa ja ohjeistusta.   
 
Raportti luo yhteyden tarkastusten luotettavuuden ja tarkastusten suorituskyvyn välillä 
huomioiden myös riskien vaikutuksia kapselien loppusijoitusprojektissa. Raportti var-
mistaa NDT-menetelmien peruslaadun ja niiden sopivuuden kuvaamaan elektroni-
suihkuhitsauksen laatua. 
 
Havaitsemiskäyrien todennäköisyys on määritetty pohjautuen standardiin MIL-1823 ja 
sen edellyttämiin luotettavuusvaatimuksiin. MIL-1823 standardi on kehitetty yhdys-
valtojen armeijan kaasuturbiinikoneiden eheyden määritystarpeisiin.  
 
POD prosessissa avain parametrinä vikojen havaittavuudessa määritetään a90/95 arvo, 
mikä tarkoittaa vian kokoa a, joka leikkaa havaitsemistodennäköisyyden (POD) arvolla 
90 % alemman 95 % luottamusvälikäyrän. Näin voidaan varmistaa, että viat joiden 
koko vastaa kokoa a90/95 voidaan havaita 90 % todennäköisyydella. Tällöin vain 5 % 
arvoista saattaa joutua tämän luottamusvälin ulkopuolelle kun mittaus toistetaan 
riittävän useasti. 
 
Avainsanat: Vikojen havaitsemistodennäköisyyskäyrät, POD-käyrät, NDT-menetel-
mät, EB-hitsaus, ultraäänitarkastus, radiografinen tarkastus, pyörrevirtatarkastus, 
visuaalinen tarkastus. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Concept for the Nuclear Waste Disposal at Posiva 

The repository in Finland is based on the KBS 3 design. The basic concept for the 
disposal of spent fuel is based on its encapsulation and emplacement in crystalline rock 
at a depth of 400-450 m. The spent nuclear fuel is planned to be encapsulated in 
spheroidal graphite cast iron canisters that have on outside about roughly 50 mm thick 
overpack made of copper. Once filled and sealed, the copper-iron canisters will be 
emplaced individually in vertical boreholes in the floors of deposition tunnels feeding 
off central tunnels. The space between the canisters and the wall of the borehole will be 
filled with compacted bentonite. The tunnels and shafts will be backfilled with Milos 
clay, and sealing plugs will be emplaced to block specific transport pathways for 
groundwater.  
 
The function of the canister is to isolate the spent fuel from the surrounding 
environment. The canister design, therefore, aims at providing with a high probability a 
corrosion lifetime of at least 100,000 years in the repository. In addition to the required 
chemical resistance, the canister shall also have sufficient mechanical strength to 
withstand the loads caused by disposal at a depth of 400 to 450 m, i.e., an evenly 
distributed load of 44 MPa hydrostatic pressure and it is including the swelling pressure 
of the bentonite buffer and hydrostatic pressure of ground water during glaciation.  
 
Additional design requirements concern limitations on decay heat and radiation dose to 
the near field and choice of materials that do not adversely affect the performance of the 
near field buffer. Therefore, the maximum allowed surface temperature has been set to 
100°C and the maximum allowed surface dose rate to 1 Gy/h. The fuel in the canister 
should also remain subcritical even if water enters the canister. In order to meet these 
requirements, the canister has been designed with an insert that provides mechanical 
strength and radiation shielding (together with the copper shell), and keeps the fuel 
assemblies in fixed positions. The outer copper shell provides the corrosion protection 
for the canister. This outer shell is made of oxygen free copper (Cu-OF). To improve 
the creep strength and the creep ductility of Cu-OF at higher temperatures (+175 to 
+300 °C), 30 to 100 ppm phosphorus is added to the oxygen free high conductivity 
copper.  
 
Figure 1 shows Posiva’s designed final repository compromising of "Onkalo", central 
tunnels and deposition tunnels on the left, where once filled and sealed, the copper-iron 
canisters, Figure 1 on the right, will be emplaced individually in vertical boreholes as 
shown in Figure 1 in the middle. In Figure 2 there is shown the seal weld, which will be 
manufactured in the encapsulation plant.  
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Figure 1. Final repository in Finland "Onkalo" on the left, final disposal according to 
KBS- 3 design in the middle and manufactured cast iron insert and copper canister for 
final disposal in real size on the right. 
  

 
Figure 2. The lid and tube will be connected with the closure weld in the encapsulation 
plant. The principle figure of lid and tube connected with the seal weld is shown on the 
left and cross-section of this seal weld is shown on the right. 
 
Posiva has developed various canister manufacturing processes using a network of 
companies within Europe since several years. One of the most critical parts of the 
canister, the seal EB-weld of the spent fuel canister, has been developed in Finland. 
Both the cast iron insert and the copper shield tube have important functions for the 
stability against outer pressure and protection against groundwater corrosion to ensure 
the long-term integrity of the canister. 
 
It is essential to be able to determine the risk of a canister leak in the deep repository for 
the overall safety analysis for the deep repository. An important task is to determine the 
risk for accepting the inspected canister containing defect exceeding the acceptance 
criteria. This will be the focus of this work together with human factor effect on NDT 
results. 
 
1.2 Background of Reliability Studies 

The "Non Destructive Testing (NDT) Reliability Project" is a sub-part of the total risk 
assessment for the final repository. It covers the integrity of the sealing welds of the 
copper canisters due to defects possibly occurring during the sealing process. It analyses 
the non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques applied at Posiva. Following questions 
will be evaluated: "Which is the size of the defect, which will be detected reliably, or 
which is the size of the defect, which might be overseen?"  The evaluation reveals 
required defect sizes containing several parameters (the welding process, NDT set up, 
defect properties and confidence levels). The basic reliability should be assured. This 
will be done by studying the sensitivity of the different NDT methods. The sensitivity 
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must be sufficient to apply these NDT methods for evaluation of welding and welding 
defects. 
  
To assure the functionality of the canister, it is important to make sure that there is no 
radioactive leakage of the canister. The task is oriented to determine the remaining 
corrosion barrier. The defect or combination of defects, which might jeopardize the 
functionality by exceeding the acceptance criteria, is the main target (Müller 2006). The 
leaking risk should be sufficient low about one of 1000 canisters or less.  
 
For the reliability analysis the basic guidelines of the American Military Standard MIL 
1823 were applied with further development and adaptation to the more complex testing 
task compared to the "one dimensional task" to detect cracks with eddy current in gas 
turbine engines.  
 
The critical part of the encapsulation of nuclear waste is the sealing of the canister, 
which is done by welding the copper lid to the cylindrical part of the canister by 
electron beam welding (EBW).  
 
The non-destructive testing (NDT) is carried out by Posiva in Finland and at the SKB 
Canister Laboratory in Sweden. At least one of the NDT methods should be able to 
detect the defects appearing in the weld. Through reference defects, it is possible to 
verify applicability of the different NDT-methods for testing the canister weld. The 
following tests will use real defects to create a suitable evaluation for the future 
production. 
 
For the evaluation of the NDT methods BAM used the data, which were transferred 
from Posiva to them. All used data are part of evaluation of the NDT method 
applicability by means of artificial reference defects. The evaluation of real defects has 
also been started.  
 
1.3 Structure of the Report 

The report, after the introduction chapter, is organized as follows: the second chapter 
gives an overview over the philosophy of reliability studies in non-destructive testing. It 
gives also an introduction into the background behind the Probability of Detection, 
which is used for this report. It is an overview in the field around POD, which is 
necessary to know, while using the information from the POD curve. 
 
The third chapter describes the testing object “weld of the copper canister”. One 
important part is the description of different defects which can appear in the production 
process of the canister. The chapter gives an idea about possible critical defects in the 
future production. 
 
The fourth chapter deals with the used non-destructive testing (NDT) methods. These 
are radiographic testing, ultrasonic testing, eddy current testing and remote visual 
testing with a camera. The used equipment, parameters and adjustments are described in 
the same chapter. 
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The topic of chapter five is the process to create a POD for the different NDT methods, 
which are based on the Berens Basic POD. The section deals with the â vs. a approach 
and with the Hit / Miss approach. For both the mathematical basic knowledge is given. 
 
The results for all NDT methods will be shown and discussed in the chapter six “Results 
for the Used Methods”. The chapter is subdivided in one section for each NDT. Because 
of the clarity the results from visual testing are given in the appendix. 
 
At the end of the report in chapter seven there is a summary of the report, which 
consists of an overview about the calculated results, a short conclusion and an outlook 
to the investigations, which should be dealt with in the near future. 
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2  STRATEGY 

A sub-part of the final risk assessment of the deep repository construction is to 
determine the risk of premature canister leak caused by defects in the sealing weld. The 
defects occurring during the production welding process create a diminishing of the 
wall thickness, which could affect the long-term tightness of the canister. The 
consequence for the applied NDT methods is to detect all defects, which would reduce 
the wall thickness with a validated high reliability. If all critical defects are found then 
the long-term integrity of the canister is guaranteed.  
 
The PODs considered in this report reveal the basic, or intrinsic capability of the NDT 
methods and do not yet take into account the final industrial application factors and the 
human factor as shown in the "Reliability Formula" in Figure 6, which is applied in 
another report from BAM in the year 2010.  
 
2.1 Inspection techniques 

From the physical point of view the different methods are complements to each other. 
For example: in radiography the signal for defect detection is essentially the X-ray 
intensity difference in direction of the radiated direction of the defect. The ultrasonic 
echo intensity is mainly proportional to the area perpendicular to the ultrasonic beam. 
Due to these facts the radiographic method is better suited for volumetric defects and 
the ultrasonic method for area like defects. Visual testing is used only for defects at the 
surface, while eddy current testing can find defects at the surface and near the surface 
up to the depth of penetration. 
 
2.2 Solution for NDT reliability  

The NDT Reliability is the degree to which the NDT system is capable to reach the 
intended aim in defect detection and characterization and considering false calls 
(Second European-American Workshop on NDT Reliability 1999). The intended aim of 
the reliability study of the NDT of lid welds of copper canisters is:  
 

 To be able to, in quantitative terms, express the risk for failing to detect 
canisters containing defects in the sealing weld that exceeds the acceptance 
criteria.  

 Being able to define the measurement accuracy of the inspection in terms of 
defect size and location. 

 
The work is aimed to give a general methodology that can be applied for later changes 
in inspection technology of the canister (Müller 2006). 
 
2.3 Strategies in measuring reliability of NDT 

Three different ways to investigate the reliability of NDT signals will be described, 
which are to a more or less greater extent applied during the project. The first way of 
investigation, the performance demonstration, is preferred e.g. in the US American 
nuclear power industry qualitatively and quantitatively in the aerospace industry. This is 
an integral consideration of the non-destructive test as a system where the whole NDT 
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system is packed in a black box and only the input in terms of the real existing defects 
in the component is considered. This is compared to the output in terms of the 
indications of the human inspector or of the automated system. 
 
The second - the European tradition - relies on a standardized description of 
physical/technical parameters of the NDT system, which are pre-conditions for 
successful system performance. The third approach - the modular conception - is a 
combination of both: The signal process is divided into main modules. Each module is 
assessed in a most appropriate individual way e.g. via modelling computation. The 
single results are jointed together according to the reliability theory of systems or in 
simpler cases by technical justification or physical reasoning (Müller 2006). 
 
The NDT system consists of the procedures, equipment and personnel that are used 
when performing NDT inspection. According to this definition we consider in the 
situation in Figure 3, where we have on the left hand side the "truth" of the component, 
which is in our case a weld with defects and on the right hand side the corresponding 
inspection protocol with defect indications. This means that we have a 100 %-reliability 
when we would have a 1:1 correspondence between both sides. Since this is in almost 
all practical examples not the case we have to set up tools to measure and maintain 
reliability. 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Aim of NDE - describe the real status. 
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Figure 4. The signal transfer process of a radiographic testing system. 
 
In Figure 4 we take a closer look to an NDT signal transfer chain: The signal starts in 
terms of an energy beam (or wave, magnetic field changing) from a source and interacts 
with matter in terms of a component and its possible defects creating an output signal 
which is driven by the physics of the method. This output signal is now further 
influenced by the physical and technical properties of the more or less complex receiver 
and converter in for example the imaging item for X-rays and the digitization and 
processing unit. 
 
Now we consider how to measure and ensure the reliability. We start with the European 
approach: This approach is by far the most widely used, and is in use in most, or 
perhaps all, industries. One or more reference objects (such as EN 462 image quality 
indicators for radiography, or ASTM E 127 reference blocks for ultrasonic inspection) 
are used, in combination with written procedures controlling details of the inspection 
method, to reach and demonstrate consistency. The intent is to achieve essentially the 
same inspection conditions, independent of where, when, or by whom an inspection is 
conducted. 
 
This type of European approach is often used to provide process control information of 
a qualitative nature: loss of control at some earlier manufacturing stage is indicated by 
the unexpected occurrence of numerous or large indications, for example. Capability for 
detection of "real" (naturally-occurring) defects is not given for all applications, but is 
sometimes inferred from the size of the simulated defects in the reference objects, or 
from the size of defects that have been detected in past inspections using the same 
conditions. This inferential process can often lead to false conclusions about the 
detectability of real defects. 
 
The first step of a performance demonstration is also to define the essential technical 
parameters of the system. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and POD 
methods are appropriate tools to provide a clear measure of integral performance of the 
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system. It has thought to be paid by high effort in test series with realistic test samples 
and should be completed by a series of affordable "computer experiments" using 
theoretical modelling techniques. With POD the user can learn about the detection 
capability whereas the ROC gives more information about the system’s capability to 
distinguish between signal and noise. The modular approaches open the door to a 
promising technique - more efficient and with the capability also to optimize the 
system. 
 
2.4 Selection of reliability data evaluation methods to be applied 

Since the main goal is a high precision assessment of the defect size that might be 
overseen by NDT the quantitative POD (Probability of Detection) method according to 
MIL-STD 1823 (U.S. Department of Defense, 2009) was selected for this assessment. 
The (1 - POD) curve will provide the probability of missing a defect as function of 
defect size, which can be used as input for probabilistic risk assessment of failing with 
the assumption of a certain defect growth behaviour under a certain load. 
 
The conventional procedure provides a mean POD curve as function of defect size with 
a corresponding 95 % confidence limit curve due to the scatter in the experimental 
values. The defect size a which is counted as practically sure detectable is when the 
95 % confidence limit curve reaches the 90 % POD level, as Figure 5 shows. For all 
applied methods it has to be shown that this size a or better its projection/component in 
radial dimension is smaller than the allowed defect size. The POD-level gives a quality 
feature about the NDT method showing, which defect sizes are detected for sure. 
 

 
Figure 5. Acceptable NDT methods evaluated with a90/95. 
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2.5 Signal POD, hit miss, ROC and plan of experiments 

The method analyses the full potential power of the NDT method. The method 
concentrates to detect a signal â from a noisy background. In the evaluation physical 
defect dimension of size a in the object under test is one of the key elements. The shape 
of the final POD curve depends on the selection of the threshold, from which on a signal 
is counted as a real signal from a defect in contrast to a noise signal. The method is 
described in more detail in chapter 5. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Identifying the main influencing factors by the reliability formula. 
 
Considering the reliability formula in Figure 6 the current investigation covers mainly 
the assessment of the intrinsic capability and controlled application factors. The 
investigation of influences from industrial application factors has to be planned for 
further project stages. The human factors are evaluated in another report of the year 
2013 (Bertovic, Müller, & Kanzler 2012). 
 
The signal POD (or â versus a) method is used to assess the intrinsic capability and 
partly the application factors. The intrinsic capability is the physical behaviour of the 
NDT system. The application factor describes the effect of the environment in the 
testing process. The signal-POD method according the MIL-Handbook is already 
widely used. The originally 1- dimensional conception can be used in defining 
"effective" 1D parameters. A comprehensive treatment of the problem, especially in 
separating all the physically actually influencing factors from the factor of interest, the 
radial dimension of the defects, the full 2D approach needs to be applied in further 
project stages. To cover gaps in the empirical evaluation schemes high qualified 
modelling techniques are applied to complete the physical reasoning of the results. This 
can provide a broader parameter range than the real experiments. 
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3 POSIVA’S WELDS (COPPER CANISTER) 

3.1 Welding Process - Electron beam welding 

In the following, the welding method (EBW - Electron Beam Welding) and the defect 
types, which can occur in these types of welding, are shortly described. The following 
sections are originally from the Posiva Report 2010-04 (Pitkänen J., Inspection of 
bottom and lid eelds for disposal canisters, 2010). 

3.1.1 Electron beam welding 
 
In electron beam welding gases are emitted during melting, causing more requirements 
to carry out the welding properly (Schultz 1993). The emitted gases cause porosity. As a 
precaution, deoxidizers must be used in preventing weld porosity. The welding process 
is controlled over a very wide range of parameters. The electron beam is tightly focused 
and the total heat input is much lower than that of any arc welding process. As a result, 
the effect of welding on the surrounding material is minimal, and the heat-affected zone 
is narrow. Possible distortion is slight and the work piece cools rapidly. In electron 
beam welding, joining of metal is produced with the heat generated by bombarding it 
with a high-velocity electron beam. At a typical accelerating voltage of 150 kV used for 
welding electrons reach a speed of 2 x108 m/s. This speed is equivalent to two-thirds the 
speed of light. Electrons impinge the surfaces to be joined and nearly all of their kinetic 
energy is transformed into heat. In Figure 7 on the left the principle of EBW equipment 
is shown, where the electron beam is controlled and directed with the help of a changing 
magnetic field produced by annular winding. Heat vaporizes the base metal and allows 
the electron beam to penetrate until the specified depth is achieved. The electron beam 
produces a keyhole in the material, which is filled as the beam passes through. In 
Figure 7 on right the phases of the keyhole formation according to (Schultz 1993) are 
shown. In electron beam welding, complete joint penetration is called the keyhole 
welding technique ((Schultz 1993), (Sun & Karppi 1996), (Petrov, Georgiev, & and 
Petrov 1998)), which is shown in Figure 7 on the right. In the majority of the electron 
beam welding applications, this technique is employed to accomplish complete joint 
penetration in a single weld pass, clarified in Figure 8, (Ollonqvist 2007). As a liquid-
walled keyhole moves along the centre line of the butt joint, liquid metal in the weld 
pool flows from the front to the back of the advancing keyhole. A solidifying weld pool 
in electron beam welding produces a fusion weld that is narrow, parallel-sided and 
completely penetrated (Linnert 1994). 

3.1.2 Defect types in electron beam welding 
 
In this construction the copper lid is welded to copper over pack with electron beam 
welding (EBW). In EBW the kinetic energy converts to heat when a focused beam of 
highly-accelerated electrons hits the target material copper. This high voltage (150kV) 
EBW equipment uses a high vacuum and power of 50 kW in order to ensure a high 
quality weld and sufficient penetration for this application of thick copper welding. In 
EBW several defect types can occur: 

 internal root defect 
 void or cavities caused by spiking 
 gas porosity 
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 excess of penetration 
 cavities 
 incomplete penetration. 

 
As the base metal melts and solidifies during the welding process, several undesirable 
phenomena may occur which cause defects in the weld ((Schultz 1993), (Ollonqvist 
2007), (Aalto 1998), (Bowyer 2000)). Welding of the copper canister is performed with 
the partial joint penetration technique. The keyhole does not completely pass the copper 
shell due to the design aspects. The root of the weld is formed into the copper shell. Not 
only the defect but also the properties like stress state and grain size distribution in the 
EB-weld can effect on the detectability in NDT inspections ((Pitkänen, Laukkanen, 
Kemppainen, & Virkkunen 2007), (Pitkänen J. 2007)). Some typical defects for the EB-
weld can be seen in Figure 9. 
 

 
Figure 7. Principle of keyhole formation in electron beam welding. 
 

 
Figure 8. Principle of electron beam welding of thick specimen with keyhole technique. 
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Internal root defects 

The weld profile in electron beam welding of thick copper is normally deep and narrow. 
This may cause the vapour pressure during welding to be insufficient to hold the melt in 
a stable uniform shape. Unstable melt slides forwards, collapses and falls near to the 
bottom of the keyhole. The collapsing melt can block a part of the keyhole. The partly 
blocked keyhole bottom solidifies rapidly and can cause a cold shut. In normal 
conditions, the weld root has a constantly changing profile. With high penetration 
values the electron beam is focused very narrow at the root and the profile can vary 
greatly. If the welding parameters are incorrect, the spiking effect can cause the deep 
and narrow needles to be filled insufficiently by the molten material, cavities, precisely 
cold shuts and spiking defects are formed in the root. Cavities can usually be avoided or 
minimized by reducing the welding speed, broadening the weld and increasing the 
radius of the weld root. 

Gas porosity 

Gas pores are formed in the melt either as a result of metallurgical gaseous reactions or 
during cooling as a result of the decreasing solubility of gases. Because of the rapid 
solidification of the melt, formed gases cannot escape quickly enough. Gas porosity is 
usually in the form of small pores, up to 0.5 mm in diameter, even though full weld 
width pores are possible. The welding speed has the greatest effect on the porosity in 
copper, whereas impurities present in Cu-OFP copper have hardly any effect on 
porosity. 

Excess of penetration 

Excess of penetration is not a real defect for acceptance of the copper canister. But after 
formation of excess of penetration the inspection volume changes in a way that can 
cause a lack of inspection and defects can be formed in the volume, which is not in the 
inspection area, and it generates the possible non-detection of defects for NDT. In that 
sense the penetration depth has to be kept to pre-defined limits. 

Cavities 

Cavities formed during welding are generally larger than gas pores. They are formed 
during solidification as a result of solidification shrinkage and in the direction of 
solidification towards the centre line. Cavities are typically between 3 and 4 mm in 
diameter and they may extend for long distances at the root of the weld or in the run - 
out region. The size makes them more serious than the pores. 
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Figure 9. Root defect in copper EBW on the left (Pitkänen, Salonen, Sandlin, & 
Ronneteg 2007). Sketches of different defect types in EBW are shown on the right. 

Gun discharge defects 

Possible discharges in the electron gun are some of the most important problems of 
electron beam welding. Discharge is not directly a defect, but it can cause severe 
damage to the weld if it happens. Gun discharge can happen if metal vapour or impurity 
elements enter the electron gun during the process. As a result of the electrical 
discharge, the control voltage collapses and the beam current increases until a current 
limiting relay cuts it. This leads to defects in the weld. If the electron beam is suddenly 
interrupted, it generally leaves behind an end crater. Discharges that do not lead to 
welding being stopped can result in a crack-like defect that arises from shrinkage and 
can extend to the full depth of the weld. Defects resulting from severe gun discharge can 
usually be repaired subsequently but with difficulty. Developments have taken place to 
prevent gun discharge. Increasing the working distance can help and using advanced 
electrical control systems, which prevent an extreme increase in the current by 
controlling the power supply functions very rapidly. Another possibility is to deflect or 
bend the electron beam in the electron gun. By tilting the beam, it is possible to ensure 
that the molten particles ejected from the point of impingement of the beam cannot enter 
the electron gun. 

Run out 

In the keyhole welding technique, the residual energy of the electron beam keeps the 
keyhole open on the underside of the work piece and affects the shape of the root cap of 
the weld. If an excessively high beam current is set for a particular welding operation, 
the surface tension developed during melting may not be sufficient to support the too 
large fusion envelope and weld pool against the force of gravity. Molten metal can flow 
downwards, causing concavity in the crown and droplets of metal along the root or 
falling from the root. If the beam current is set too low, it will not completely melt the 
full thickness of the work pieces to be joined and will result in an excessively convex 
weld crown. 

Welding stresses 

Heating and cooling during the welding process builds up stresses in the welded 
structure. The residual stresses are those which remain in the welded structure after 
cooling to room temperature. All stresses in the welded structure can cause formation of 
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different types of cracking. In copper welding the crack formation has not been detected 
yet. The welding stresses in case of planar defect type (Figure 9 left) can compress the 
defect and this is challenging for defect detection in NDT inspections.  
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4 NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING 

Non-destructive testing will be carried out using 4 different NDT-method. These 
methods are ultrasonic, radiographic, eddy current and visual testing. Visual testing and 
eddy current testing are mainly surface inspection methods and ultrasonic and 
radiographic testing are volumetric inspection methods.  
 
From the physical point of view the different inspection methods complement each 
other. For example, in radiography the signal for defect detection is essentially the X- 
ray intensity difference in the direction of the radiated direction of the defect. The 
ultrasonic echo intensity is mainly proportional to the area perpendicular to the 
ultrasonic beam. Due to these facts, the radiographic method is better suited for 
volumetric defects and the ultrasonic method for planar defect types. Visual testing is 
used only for defects at the surface, while eddy current testing can find defects at the 
surface and near the surface up to the depth of penetration.  In the following these 
methods will be shortly explained. 
 
4.1 Radiographic Testing 

X-rays can penetrate solid matter, they are differentially absorbed or scattered by 
different media and they may be diffracted by crystalline materials. Their largest use is 
to take images of the inside of objects in radiography testing (RT) and to analyse the 
crystalline structure of materials. X-rays are produced by interaction of high energy 
electrons or ions with matter. Bremsstrahlung is radiation given off by the electrons as 
they are scattered by the strong electric field near the high-Z (proton number) nuclei. 
These X-rays have a continuous spectrum. The intensity of the X-rays increases with 
decreasing frequency. The wavelength is decreasing with the increasing energy. The 
smaller the wavelength is the more efficiently penetrating X-rays are. 
 
The greater the change in the radiation transmitted due to a particular change in material 
thickness, the more obvious is the thickness change revealed in the final image. This 
radiation difference due to material thickness change is called the material contrast. The 
material contrast is a function of the absorption characteristics of the object inspected 
and the radiation energy level. 
 
The equipment Posiva has used for these measurements is Varian 3000 located at SKB 
in Oskarshamn. The acceleration voltage of the Varian Linatron 3000 is 9 MV, Figure 
10. This means that the electrons hitting the target to produce X-rays have a kinetic 
energy of 9 MeV; however, only very few of the electrons loose “all” their kinetic 
energy in a single collision with a target atom, producing a 9 MeV X-ray photon. 
Instead, most electrons undergo multiple collisions with the target atoms and thus 
produce several X-ray photons of considerable energy less than 9 MeV. According to an 
estimation presented in Müller et al. 2006, the intensity spectrum of the X-rays leaving 
the accelerator will have the maximum intensity of the X-ray photons around 3 MeV. 
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Figure 10. Measurement arrangement of copper EB-weld using 9 MeV linear 
accelerator. 
 
The detector is a collimated line detector. The detector was delivered by (BIR) Bio-
Imaging Research Inc (Figure 10). The slit of the collimator has a width of 0.4 mm in 
the horizontal direction. The scintillator elements of the detector have a total length of 
about 100 mm in the direction parallel to the slit. The detector array is composed of 
2048 lines perpendicular to the slit. Each line has a width of 0.05 mm. Eight lines are 
used to form one pixel, so they produce a pixel size of 0.4 mm in the direction of the 
slit. In the perpendicular direction the pixel size is determined by the width of the slit, 
which is also 0.4 mm as already stated. 
 
During measurement 100 pulses are delivered by the 9 MeV accelerator during 400 ms. 
After that the accelerator rests for 10 ms and after that the process is repeated. This 
means that 100 pulses or equivalently 400 ms is used for the exposure of one picture 
element. The picture element is read out from the detector during the 10 ms before the 
accelerator- delivers the following 100 pulses for the next picture element (Ronneteg 
2006). 
 
Reliable defect detection is most important in all NDT methods. In different NDT 
methods the procedure of detection varies. In radiography the local intensity variation 
behind the penetrated copper weld is measured by a digital image detector. The noise 
level can be determined according to SFS EN-14784:2005 and defect detection 
according to SFS EN-1435:1998 and imaging properties according to SFS EN-13068-
1:2000. With the help of this normalized SNR the detection limit can be estimated in the 
digital radiography of copper EB welds. Measurements with reference specimen of the 
EB-weld have been reported by Sandlin (2009b and 2009c). 
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Figure 11. Radiographic measurements of reference defects. 
 
Depending on the radiographic contrast, the evaluation of X-ray images often gives 
locally a higher visual detectability than what the standard offers: for instance, you can 
detect more wires than you see from the signal to noise values of those wires. This can 
be seen, for instance, from the high contrast wolfram double wires in Figure 11. The 
smallest defect in this image is 1x1x1 mm3. In beam direction the depth of defect is 1 
mm and for the grey level it gives a value of 237. The grey value of the noise is about 
100. 
 

 
Figure 12. Detected defects in EB weld in the area where control parameters are 
outside of specification width.  
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In Figure 12 a small defect in blue colour is shown and it can be clearly seen, even 
along the line with considerable grey value changes. These small defects are visualized 
in the black box area. The thin line indication, where the grey value is a little bit over 
200, is hardly detectable. This thin line is shown in the green box (Figure 12). In images 
single pixel clusters can be found, which are in square form or long lines which have a 
very high intensity. Both types of indications are inhomogeneity of the image detector 
caused by electrical disturbances or faulty pixels. They can cause false calls when they 
are not eliminated by a calibration procedure. The detectability can be improved with 
different kinds of filtering and clearing of distortions from geometrical and adjusting 
effects. 
 
In radiographic testing the size of the defects for EB welds will be evaluated from the 
image. We can measure the axial and circumferential sizes of the indication (Figure 13 
on the right). After the detection of indications in the radiographic image it will be 
assured whether or not they originate from surface scratches on the upper outer surface 
of the tube, or weld surface or lift surface of the lid. The sizing in radial direction is 
based on the grey value correspondence to defect size in X-ray beam direction (Figure 
13 on the left). This will be used as a measure for defect depth in the radial direction. At 
the moment, the location of the defect in radial direction will be assumed to be in the 
middle of the EB weld. 
 

 
Figure 13. Defect sizing in radiographic inspection in axial, circumferential and radial 
direction. 
 
4.2 Ultrasonic Testing 

At the moment, Posiva applies MultiX the full parallel architecture phased array-system 
(PA-system) of M2M for ultrasonic inspection. This equipment contains 128 parallel 
channels (Figure 14). This equipment can drive conventional probes, normal linear or 
matrix PA-probes.  
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Figure 14.  The data acquisition principle by rotating the ultrasonic probe around the 
whole weld. 
 

 
 
Figure 15. Ultrasonic inspection principle of copper EB weld inspection with phased 
array system. 
 

 
 

Figure 16. Raw data evaluation of EB weld by using three different techniques and 
visualisation of a three dimensional defect in the root. 
 
The analysis of measured data is performed using the latest updated Civa software 
version. The welds are scanned with Posiva's lid and weld scanner shown in Figure 14. 
The linear phased array probe is positioned as shown in Figure 14. Ultrasonic inspection 
of welds is carried out using phased array technology. Ultrasonic waves fill the volume 
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of the whole weld by scanning the probe shown in the Figure 15 around the whole weld. 
The scanning step is realized in the axial direction electronically scanning at the size of 
1 mm, which is the element size in the phased array probe. Mechanical scanning is 
performed in the circumferential direction typically using a step of 2 mm. 
 
The evaluation of ultrasonic inspection is carried out using the latest Civa software 
version. A- , B- and C-scan images are used for the visualization of the indications. In 
C-scan the whole weld as a top view with possible indications is shown, which has to be 
analyzed. On a colour scale red shows a defect and dark green is a non-indication area. 
Using zoom, the size of one separate defect can be determined; by positioning the 60 
cursor the A-scan will show the amplitude of the indication related to its position in the 
weld volume. This amplitude of indication will be compared to the amplitude of the 
reference defect. If the indication exceeds the registration level, it will be analysed and 
the size of the indication will be measured from the corresponding positions in the Band 
C-scans. 
 
For inspection of EB welds different ultrasonic inspection techniques will be used. The 
basic inspection technique uses 0 °L, completing inspection techniques using angles of 
incidence of ±20 °L. For surface and partly for root inspection a technique with an angle 
of -20° is used. This technique of +20° is also used for sizing purposes. 
 
To avoid saturated signals from the key reference reflectors low gain setting values 
must be applied. The signals from the FBHs and SDHs located in front of and behind 
the weld must be measured and used as reference. The main reference defect size is Ф 
=3 mm FBH. The gain will be set so that the sensitivity of different techniques (0° and 
± 20°) will be same. This procedure will be carried out with the help of a reference 
specimen. 
 
In data analysis it must first be confirmed that data acquisition has been carried out 
properly. The first item to check is the quality of the data against bad contact, 
interference peaks from the surroundings and the designed inspection pattern according 
to procedure has been followed. The next step is to check that no saturation in signals is 
present. After that it is possible to check the calibration. If all these items are acceptable, 
the defect detection and defect sizing and characterization can follow. 
 
The estimated size of the beam varies between 3.2 mm and 3.4 mm in the weld volume. 
The attenuation is about 10 dB in the weld area, which must be considered in the 
evaluation of defects. This clearly causes the increase of the detectable defect size 
behind the weld. In front of the weld according to measurement from the signal to noise 
ratio (SNR) of _3 mm FBH gives SNR of 35 dB and this is measured for minimum 
detectable defect size in the optimum case. In the estimation of the smallest defect, 
which can be found, the SNR must be more or the same as 6 dB. The grain size 
variation in the tube material can vary the detectable defect size in front of the weld. 
 
4.3 Eddy Current Testing 

The eddy current is electromagnetic method. In the eddy current testing coils are 
applied. In these coils flows electrical current causing magnetic field around the coils. 
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This magnet field interacts with metallic material producing current which flows in 
opposite directions than in coils. These produced currents in material are called eddy 
currents. These eddy current signals are sensitive for different type of electrical 
properties of the material like conductivity. Defects in material prohibit the flow of eddy 
current signals and can be detected by using this type of inspection. The frequency of 
the used coil has a similar effect like conductivity and permeability. The frequency of 
the coil is restricted by the resonance frequency of the coil. The frequency used should 
be clearly less than the resonance frequency of the coil. The standard depth of 
penetration is often given by the curves shown for different metals in Figure 17. The 
usable range for inspection with the help of those curves can be quickly estimated. 
 

 
 
Figure 17. The depth of penetration in eddy current testing in copper by using different 
frequencies 
 
A high frequency probe is shown in Figure 18. The frequency used is typically 30 kHz 
in copper measurement; for high frequency the depth of penetration is about 0.5 mm. A 
high frequency coil is a bobbing coil. The applied coils are identical "absolute" pancake 
coils. The coils are not shielded. Each coil has an internal reference coil. The coils are 
sensitive to crack-like defects and to volumetric defects. The sensitivity is independent 
of the orientation of the defects. The depth of penetration of current density generated 
by the coils was computed and is shown to be about 1 mm as a maximum for the high 
frequency probe  During inspection of the EB weld deep needle type volumetric defects 
were found and for this type of defect a low frequency probe was developed.  
 
The low frequency differential coil consisting of one transmitter coil and two receiver 
coils According to modelling of the current density using CIVA software the depth of 
penetration was computed to be about a little less than 15 mm by the transmitter and in 
the receiver coils a little over 10 mm. 
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Figure 18. Low and high frequency eddy current coils for copper inspection. 
 
The eddy current testing procedure for copper weld is a combination of high frequency 
and low frequency probe measurements. In the preliminary weld inspection low 
frequency measurements were applied in two directions and they were called 0° and 90° 
inspection directions. The inspection directions can be seen in Figure 19. In the weld 
inspection the surface and near-surface area until about a depth of 10 mm will be 
inspected. The surface breaking defect until 10 mm can be detected and sized and a 
defect with a ligament of about 5 mm can also be detected. 
 

 
Figure 19. C-scan and selected indications in polar coordinates presentation of eddy 
current inspection from EB weld by using low (on the left) and high (on the right) 
frequency coils. 
 
For adjusting the eddy current equipment for inspection, 1 mm and 2 mm deep notches 
are applied (see Figure 19). The signal for each single channel of high frequency four 
coil probes will be adjusted separately. All channels are adjusted so that signals are 
similar in sensitivity as well as in form. The same procedure will also be carried out for 
the low frequency probe. 
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Figure 20. The evaluation scheme for eddy current signals. 
 
In defect detection the registration limit is important. The evaluation can be based either 
on the measured amplitude or on the angle of indication. The registration limit is fixed 
to the level of reference defects. The amplitude of a 1 mm deep notch is applied. A 
registration level of -12 dB from the reference defect has been used. In the plate weld 
measurement the signal to noise ratio was about 35–38 dB. This is not the same as the 
real noise, which is affected by the surface roughness and probe holder lifting 
movement. The registration level is near the real signal to noise ratio. This can be 
improved by making surface roughness better and probe holder movement smaller. In 
every measurement the indications are compared to the reference defect. Indications 
will saturate at a depth of approximately 10 mm for surface breaking defects. This 
means that it is possible to estimate the depths of the indications until 10 mm, after that 
the reliability clearly decreases. Also it is possible to distinguish volumetric and planar 
types of defects. These two types of defects have their own defect depth sizing curves. 
So it is important to first evaluate the type of indication and surface area to improve 
accuracy in sizing. 
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4.4 Visual Testing 

 

 
 

Figure 21. Megarad camera for visual testing of EB weld area and camera related 
characteristics are shown on the right. 
 

 
Figure 22. Schematic image of visual testing equipment for EB weld inspection. 
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Figure 23. Images from visual testing experiments (EB weld inspection). 
 
4.5 Data evaluation and decision making 

This report is handling the detectability of defect using different methods. In any case 
the data is still further analysed in order to be able to make a decision is the weld 
acceptable or not. The detectability of defects is extremely important in order to be able 
to evaluate the reliability of inspection.  This can lead to further development of the 
methods if they are not sufficiently effective to fulfil the detectability criteria. The 
detectability criteria must derived from the acceptance criteria. This means that the 
defect detectability criteria mean smaller defect size than accepted defect size. In the 
acceptance criteria is already taken into account the statistical variation of inspection 
method, which means that accepted defect size must be smaller than critical defect size. 
Also typically safety margin are also taken into account in accepted defect size. 
  
During data evaluation first decision will be made in each method: is the indication a 
defect or not? This information needs to be complemented  with information of the 
defect - the type of defect and its dimensions and location, that it can be evaluated and 
make a decision is the weld acceptable or not. 
 
Defects to be especially sought in those components are the basis for all NDT. 
Furthermore, loading concepts as well physical phenomena to decrease a component's 
ability to resist loading conditions should be well known by planning NDT. Acceptance 
criteria can be derived on the basis of these assumptions. The acceptance criteria should 
be adjusted to the requirements of NDT 
 
Preliminary acceptance criteria for welds in this welding test are presented in Table 3. 
Any two adjacent defects separated by a distance smaller than the major dimension of 
the smaller of the defects shall be considered as a single defect. The criterion covering 
the intact wall thickness requirement of 35 mm in 100 % and 40 mm in 99 % of the 
canisters is the master requirement for acceptance, especially for combining defects. 
Penetration of the weld shall be limited to between 42–70 mm. 
 
The evaluation of defects can become complicated if there are many defects at the same 
position and they should be combined because of proximity rules. That is first task for 
evaluation of each inspection. Second task is to evaluate how to combine indications 
detected with different NDT methods, see Figure 24 and Figure 25.  
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Table 1. Preliminary acceptance criteria for the canister sealing welds in the lid test 
series. (Finnish/English) SFS EN-ISO 6520-1:2007, SFS EN-ISO 13919-1:1996, SFS 
EN-ISO 13919-2:2001, Draft PrEN-ISO25239-1:2009, Draft PrEN-ISO25239-5:2009 
The acceptance criteria for different defect types are modified according to remaining 
wall thickness criterion and completed with thick copper weld defects types (EB- and 
FS-weld). 
 

 

Defect No. Type of defect Maximum allowable size 
100 Cracks l < 10 mm, h < 3 mm* 
2011, 200 Gas pore, porosity l<25 mm, h < 6 mm, w < 8 mm 
2013 Clustered porosity l<25 mm, h < 6 mm, w < 8 mm 
2014 Linear porosity l<25 mm, h < 6 mm, w < 8 mm 
2015 Elongated cavity l<25 mm, h < 6 mm, w < 8 mm 

5011, 5012 

External undercut, defect on 
the side of the weld originating 
from machining and welding, 
possible repair by machining 

l < 20 mm, h < 5 mm  

402 Incomplete penetration 
l continuous, h < 8 mm, 
Intact 42 mm 

 Cold lap l < 50 mm, h < 10 mm 

 Joint like hooking 
l continuous, h < 8 mm, 
Intact penetration depth 42 mm 

401 Lack of fusion l < 50 mm, h< 10 mm 
2016 Wormhole / Crater l < 5 mm, w < 3 mm, h < 10 mm   
300 Solid inclusions l < 10 mm, w < 3 mm, h < 10 mm 
511 Incompletely filled groove l<10 mm, w < 8 mm,  h < 5 mm 
 Scratches Permitted locally 

 Indentation 

< 1 mm depth large diameter 
indentation (d > 10 mm), small 
and sharp indentations (scratch-
like) are allowed 

Symbols in Table 1 are as follows: 
l length of defect,  w width of defect,  h height of defect 
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Figure 24. Combining of evaluation results and visualisation in 3D-form. 
 

 

Figure 25. Combined use of different NDT methods to detect a defect and to identify its 
size. 
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The main evaluation principle is the master requirement — intact material thickness 
shall be at least 35 mm in 100 % of the weld length. When the material thickness is 
observed to be less than 35 mm a new expert assessment (EA) will be carried out. The 
expert panel will consist of an NDT specialist, a sizing specialist, a corrosion specialist, 
a welding specialist and a damage tolerance specialist. They will make an expert 
judgement taking into account all the detailed information of the defect and actual 
geometry, location and material condition. The EA can make a proposal to accept or 
reject the case. If the master requirement is not met and the EA proposes the case be 
accepted, then a written deviation report shall be made and acceptance shall be applied 
for the case from the safety authority. If the canister weld is not accepted, the canister 
shall either be repaired or unloaded of the nuclear fuel and rejected. 
 

 
Figure 26. Acceptance and rejection process of canister weld according to evaluation 
of NDT indications. 
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5 PROBABILITY OF DETECTION STUDIES FOR NDT-METHODS 

It is known that that any given non-destructive testing system is not able to detect all the 
occurring defects, not even with repeating inspections. In the 1970ies in the paper of 
Berens (Berens, 1989) a POD approach was created to estimate the reliability of eddy 
current method in finding cracks. It is the best known and widespread method and is 
also used since then in a lot of different industrial branches as a characteristic for 
quality. There are two different approaches: the â vs. a methodology, which creates a 
POD using the information of quantitative signals, like ultrasonic echo amplitudes or 
eddy current testing responses and the Hit / Miss analysis using the qualitative finding 
results. This chapter starts with the description of the â vs. a methodology, which is 
used for radiographic testing, ultrasonic testing and eddy current testing. In one section 
there will also be an introduction into the Hit / Miss analysis for the visual testing. 
 
5.1 Data used for evaluation of the testing methods 

The used chosen defect kind has a lot of influence in the result of the evaluation of the 
NDT method. In the first step of the process artificial defects are common to use. They 
are cheap to create and the sizes of the defect are known with a small uncertainty 
(coming from machining). According to the physical behaviour of the NDT system the 
adequate kind of defects will be testing. The typical kinds of defects are flat bottom 
holes, which can be used for evaluation of UT, ET, RT and VT. Similar are flat square 
holes and side drill holes. Other important geometries are different sized notches. These 
different kinds of artificial defects will be used in the further evaluation, because a 
similar behaviour for the NDT methods like the abovementioned real occurring defects. 
Therefore, the NDT methods need to be tested by different reference objects, which 
have all the necessary defects kinds in it.  

 For UT the notch is representing planar defect types, e.g. cracks. Flat bottom 
holes and side drill holes are a reference for volumetric defects. The reference 
objects are XK010-140 and XK010-191.6 and XK048. 

 For ET the notch is similar like UT. Notches are behaving like planar or crack 
like defect.  The reference specimen XK048 is mainly and some additionally 
plates are used for ET. 

 For RT notches represent planar and crack-like defects, while holes have 
similar signal behaviour as voids and other volumetric defects. The RT 
reference specimen is XK002b66-5024. 

 For VT the reference specimen XK048 was used. 
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5.2 â vs. a Methodology for POD 

 
Figure 27. Quantification of the risk: "â versus a". 
 
The basic principle of the signal response analysis or "â versus a" evaluation is shown 
in Figure 27. The defect of size a (crack depth in Figure 27) is causing a signal of height 
â. The statistical distribution of the signals in dependence of the defect size yields a 
certain POD curve, which is described in more exact terms in the following section. 

5.2.1 General description 
 
Consider a quantitative NDT system: As a result of the investigation of a defect having 
size a, it generates a signal â. If the signal exceeds a certain decision threshold âdec, the 
system registers a defect detection. As the NDT system is influenced by uncontrolled 
factors, defects of the same size can cause signals of different strength. For this reason 
the strength of the signal â to the defect of size a is considered as a random value and 
associated with a probability density ga(â). The relation between a and â can be 
expressed as follows: 

 
Here μ(a) equals the mean value of ga(â) and δ  is the random error whose distribution 
determines the probability density ga(â). 
 
In practice, it is often assumed that δ is distributed normally with zero mean and 
constant (independent of a) variance. ga(â) is then the normal density function with 
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mean μ = 0 and variance equal to that of δ. The probability of detection (POD) as 
function of the size of the defect is given by: 

 

 
Figure 28. Probability of Detection. 
 
Figure 28 illustrates this formula. The probability of detection is represented as hatched 
part of the area under the distribution curve. 

5.2.2 Calculation of the POD 
 
Source data are a and â – arrays of length n that contain sizes of the defects and 
response magnitudes, respectively, and the decision threshold âdec. In particular cases 
there are censored data. The censored data are the signals that cannot be registered by 
the system because they are either under the recording threshold or above the saturation 
threshold. In the used model (see (Berens, 1989)) this situation is part of the calculation. 
The following formula is commonly used to model the relation between a and â: 
 

 
 
Here δ is normally distributed with zero mean and constant variance σδ

2. 
Under the assumptions of the model, the POD function has the following form: 
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where  is the standard normal distribution function, and 

 
 
The parameters β0, β1 and σδ describe the linear dependency of â on a. Their values are 
estimated from the arrays a and â using least square estimation or maximum likelihood 
estimation. 

5.2.3 â vs. a – POD for RT, ET and UT 
 
The original task (together with the welding optimization) is to make sure that only one 
of 1000 canisters might contain a critical defect situation. 

Adapted POD assessment 

Volumetric defects, area-like (non-volumetric) defects and surface defects will be 
treated separately: 

volumetric defects =>  RT 
area like defects => UT 
defects near or at the surface => ET 

The physically reasonable "â versus a" POD will be applied to the parameter 
configurations shown in Figure 29. 
 

 
Figure 29. Assignment of a and â for RT, UT and ET. 

5.2.4 Explanation for the Assignment of a and â 

Radiographic Testing (RT) 

The physical reason for a signal (contrast) of a defect in a radiographic image is the 
difference in penetrated length of material (Cu) along the X-ray beam caused by the 
dimension of the defect in beam direction which we call "penetrated length" here. The 
contrast is the difference of the intensity behind the defect with respect to the intensity 
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Ib (b for background) behind the bulk material without the defect. We apply the 
definition of the contrast derived from the absorption law according to ASTM E 1000, 
p. 438 (ASTM). 

 
 
From this the exact expression for a wall thickness difference – in our case equivalent to 
penetrated defect length – would be 

 
 
where I1 is the intensity behind the defect and I2 the intensity behind the bulk material in 
the surrounding. For small Δw (with respect to the total penetrated wall length) we get 

 
 
where we assume I to be an almost constant "working point" Ib of the radiographic 
system. 
 
The penetrated length is the intersection of the defect with the beam with its 10° 
incident angle according to the set-up of the RT system. 

Ultrasonic Testing (UT) 

According to the MIL 1823 handbook for reliability assessment (U.S. Department of 
Defense, 2009) appendix C the UT echo height behind the defect is recommended as the 
signal response â and as the causing defect dimension a the reflecting area of the defect. 
The ASNT NDE handbook recommends (ASNT, Nondestructive testing handbook, 
Vol. 7 Ed.3 Ultrasonic Testing, 2006): "The height of an echo depends on the size 
(reflecting area) of the defect, its depth, shape, orientation and the nature of the test 
object surfaces (roughness, contour and acoustic impedance). When the defect is 
smaller than the diameter of the sound beam, the size maybe deduced from the height of 
the echo, provided the following essential conditions are fulfilled: 

 the plane of the defect must be parallel with the sound entry surface 
 surface roughness less than 200 μm 
 the reflectivity is 100 percent and the defect distance from the sound entry 

surface is in the far field and there is no edge interference 
 
For the application of the POD concept using "â versus a" the precondition is, that the 
echo height will in principle grow with defect size. There will be scatter due to the 
incomplete fulfilment of the points (1), (2) and (3) especially point (2) for the defects. 
These types of scatter are taken into account in the POD calculation. Important is that 
the scatter due to other influences is not completely overwriting the principal growing 
with size. 
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Eddy Current Testing (ET) 

The eddy current testing signal responses to (ASNT, Nondestructive testing 
handbook,Vol. 4, Ed. 2, Electromagnetic Testing, 1986): 

 electrical conductivity 
 magnetic permeability 
 geometric properties of the test object 
 used frequencies 
 structure of the eddy current sensor 

 
Thus, the eddy current tests a changing of material. The volume of the changed material 
is in this case the important fact. A defect of material in the depth of penetration causes 
a changing of the magnetic field, which is created by the eddy current probe. The 
changing of the magnetic field involves the changing of the electrical current, which is 
measured for the testing. Three controlled parameters of the artificial defect have 
influence on the changing of the magnetic field: 

 length of the defect 
 width of the defect 
 depth of the defect, until a particular depth 

 
Another important fact is the using of different frequencies. In this case the high 
frequency eddy current testing with a frequency of 30 kHz has a depth of penetration 
around 1 mm. The low frequency (200 Hz) has a depth of penetration around 10 mm. 
This fact explains the different influence of depth for the high and low frequency eddy 
current testing.  
 
The results of the experiments show that the ratio of length (notches) / diameter (holes) 
of the defect is the important parameter. For this report the length and the diameter will 
be used as "a". The other parameters will influence the scatter of the â vs. a graph and 
the confidence interval of the POD curve. Like in ultrasonic testing it is here also 
important that the scatter due to other influences is not completely overwriting the 
principal growing of the length. 
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5.3 Hit / Miss Methodology for POD 

 
Figure 30. Quantification of the risk: "Hit / Miss". 
 
Figure 30 shows the general principle of the Hit / Miss Analysis. It is similar to the 
principle of "â vs. a" evaluation. But the results of the experiments are binary. A defect 
can be found (Hit) or cannot be found (Miss) within one experiment. The size of the 
defect has an influence to this binary result: a larger defect is easier to hit than a small 
one. The calculation from the binary data to the statistical distribution and a certain 
POD curve will be described in the next section more detailed. 

5.3.1 General description 
 
The basis of the calculation is a qualitative result. 0 for Miss and 1 for Hit a defect. 
There are typical assumptions for Hit / Miss Data of NDT-results. In the later 
calculation it is shown that they are correct. The assumptions are (U.S. Department of 
Defense, 2009): 

 The chances of detection are correlated with crack size 
 Different cracks of the same size can have significantly different crack 

detection probabilities 
 Other factors than size are affecting the chances of detection. 

 
In this situation the POD is described as the proportion of all cracks of size “a”, which 
will be detected in a particular application of the NDT system. p is defined as the 
detection probability on one distinct defect with the size a. The conditional probability 
density function is given by fa(p). A schematic distribution is shown in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31. Schematic distribution of detection probabilities in the Hit / Miss situation. 
 
The unconditional probability of a randomly selected defect is the sum of the 
conditional probabilities over the range of p, as shown in the following equation: 
 

 
 
The log-logistics (log odds) function will be used to model the data and to calculate the 
POD. The model is defined as follows: 
 

 

5.3.2 Calculation of the POD 
 
The following equation is used to model a linear function of the logarithm of a. 
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The variables α and β are not easily interpretable in physical terms (Berens, 1989). By 
the use of the linear relation it is possible to define a distribution which describes the 
POD for the defect size a. 
 

 
 
The used variables μ and σ are defined as followed: 
 

 
 
μ is the size of the defect, that is detected by 50% of the times. While σ is inversely 
proportional to the steepness of the POD(a) function (Berens, 1989). The log odds 
POD(a) function is equivalent to a cumulative log normal distribution with the same 
parameters. 

5.3.3 Hit / Miss – POD for Visual Testing 
 
Similar as in the section about the â vs. a POD for ET UT and RT, the original task is to 
make sure that only one of 1000 canisters might contain a critical defect. 

Adapted POD assessment 

VT testing can – as non-penetrating method – only detect surface defects. From the 
NDT point of view there are two different sorts of surface defects used as reference 
defects: 

 Holes 
 Notches 

 
The Figure 32 shows an image as an example for VT-results of notches. 
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Figure 32. An example of a found hole with visual testing. 
 
5.4 The 95 % lower confidence POD 

The 95 % lower confidence bound is given by the following formula:  

 
 

where  and the variable h reflects the sample size and the scatter of the 
source data. The calculation of h is thoroughly described in (Berens 1989). 
 
This general formalism has now to be applied to the defect detection problem within the 
scope of welding optimization and risk assessment. 
 
As the basic parameter for the defect’s detectability (Berens 1989) (U.S. Department of 
Defense, 2009) we determine the a90/95 magnitudes, i.e. the size a of the defect for which 
the lower 95 % confidence bound crosses the 90 % POD level, i.e. it is guaranteed that 
defects with a size of a90/95 will be detected with 90 % probability where only 5 % might 
fall outside this confidence limit in case the experiment is repeated. We work with the 
assumption – given by the manufacturing experts – that only one of 100 canisters might 
have a critical defect. Then the above argumentation yields: Only one of 1000 canisters 
might have a leakage. 
 
5.5 Requirements from MIL-HDBK-1823A (2009) 

The MIL-Standard suggests four requirements for a valid “â vs. a” model and for the 
use of an ordinary regression (U.S. Department of Defense, 2009).  But while the MIL-
Standard use a specific program for the evaluation of the data; the evaluation of this 
report is built on the knowledge of experts in non-destructive testing and reliability 
evaluation. The experience in these fields can weight more than the uses of pure 
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hypothesis test, like in the Standard. Especially at the moment, when an extrapolation or 
missing data make some of the tests impossible or highly unusable, the justification of 
the consortium is needed.  
 
In the following part of the report the guideline will be discussed as much as possible. 
The first requirement is the linearity of the parameters. The Berens model shows us a 
linear regression on the base of the linear relation between the Signal and the defect 
parameter. For the radiographic, ultrasonic and eddy current testing there should be an 
evaluation for these guidelines. The visual testing experiments do not use an “â vs. a” 
graph. Therefore this kind of validation is not necessary. 
 
For radiography the verification of the linearity depends on the absorption law. The 
absorption law is an exponential function. After taking the logarithm of the intensity 
ratio function the linearity of the contrast and the defect size is generated.  
 

 
Figure 33. Linearity of radiographic testing data between contrast and penetrated 
length 
 
For eddy current testing the Berens article can be used as a reference, because there was 
shown that the relation of the amplitude and the defect sizes is linear for surface cracks 
(Berens 1989).  
 
Former ultrasonic testing experiments used also the linearity of the signal and the area 
of defect size. The report R-06-08 referred to the linearity of ultrasonic testing, while 
the maximum echo height responses to the area of the defect perpendicular to the sound 
field (Müller 2006). 
 
The requirements for a uniform variance and for a normal distributed error are more 
difficult to fulfil. For the distribution test and variance tests it is necessary to have a 
large amount of data from equal sized defects. Because of the costs of artificial defects, 
it was not realized for ultrasonic and eddy current testing until now. Therefore, the 
uniform variance is based on the former experiments. The past and ongoing experiments 
showed that the requirements can for now be used for artificial defects. 
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For the radiographic testing results the data for every penetrated length were evaluated 
by a probability distribution test supported by Matlab (Figure 34) and with a t-test. Both 
showed that the normal-distribution assumption cannot be rejected based on the used 
data. The normal distribution should be used for the POD for radiographic testing 
results. But the evaluation also showed that at small amplitudes the differences were 
very large. This observation was already discussed while calculating the POD. The 
reason can be assigned to the different kinds of defects (Notches, FBH, SDH, etc.). In 
the future project this point will be discussed more intensively on the base of real 
defects. 
 

 
Figure 34. Test for normal distribution: As near as the data point are the line as better 
is the assumption of normal distribution 
 
Additionally there was a variance test, which showed that the null hypotheses, that the 
data have the same variances cannot be rejected. Thus the uniform variances 
requirement can be seen as fulfilled.  
 
The last requirement of the Standard was that the observations are uncorrelated. 
Therefore four main parts of the non-destructive testing equipment are important: The 
electronic equipment, the testing equipment, the mechanical components and the 
amplification of the signals. For the electronic equipment there was an evaluation of the 
precision of repeating testing. The variances of the test were small enough to exclude 
variances caused by electrical disturbances.   
 
The same evaluation of repeating tests shows that in ultrasonic testing the probe has 
over repeated tests the same attitude in sound field, noise and signal amplitudes. Similar 
tests with repeating experiments were done with radiography and eddy current testing.  
This tests shows that the results are not correlated to the testing procedure, as long as 
there testing is done correctly. The differences between the methods will be taken into 
account through the calculation of different POD for every single method. 
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The amplification of the signals for UT was tested by reference reflector measurements. 
But also before every testing with UT, there is a calibration planned, to be sure of the 
correct working amplification of the equipment. 
 
At the last point the mechanical variances of the testing equipment was tested. 
Therefore a measurement was realized with repeated sizes. After every testing of a 
defect the equipment returns to the starting position. In the case of an inaccurate system, 
the amplitude of the testing the same defect would change. But the amplitude did not 
vary as much as for an inaccurate system. Thus the mechanical system can be seen as 
highly suitable for the testing.  
 
It was assumed that the results are not correlated. For a further evaluation the 
requirements about the uncorrelated observation is fulfilled. 
 
With this comments the four guidelines and the requirements of the MIL-Standard are 
discussed and fulfilled. For further developments in the accuracy of the results and the 
relevance of the PODs, there are listed references in the appendix and some additional 
developments of the POD are in progress. 
 
5.6 Advanced POD-Approach with real defects means Bayesian 

Updating 

A much discussed part of the requirements in the MIL guideline is the minimal amount 
of data, which is necessary to make a significant POD. 60 data values for a Hit-Miss 
and 40 data values for a signal response POD was advised by Berens. But even in his 
paper he did not fulfil the whole number. But with additional knowledge about the 
behaviour of the testing equipment we can accept less than 40, although it will result in 
a broad confidence bound. Ultimately the amount of data should as high as possible in 
the affordable frame. 
 
The calculation of POD of artificial defects or even real defects needs a big amount of 
data or often tested real defects. An example for often tested defects is the cracks in 
wings for in-service inspections, where the POD was used first. In the case of the final 
deposit project, the amount of real defects can be too small to create only on them a 
POD according the handbook. To make realistic defects is in this case very expensive. 
And after the canister is in the deposit it is not anymore possible to test it again. Also 
the timeline before a defect may become critical is for the corrosion process much 
longer than the crack growing process for the wings in the aircraft industry. The purely 
classical POD approaches cannot solve the question according to the future production.  
 
One answer for this question can be found in a special statistical approach: the Bayesian 
statistics (or Bayesian updating). The idea is to take the few data of real defects and use 
additional knowledge about that system from elsewhere. In the introduction examples 
with artificial defects were used, when experimental data were below 40. This is 
acceptable with a known physical behaviour of the NDT system. Bayesian updating 
defines the mathematical procedure to combine both sources of knowledge. The 
additional knowledge is the so called “a priori knowledge”, which will be a probability 
function with two parameters µ and σ. It was used a kind of model of that NDT-
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behaviour M (the function is based on that model M). The a priori knowledge is the 
experiences of the artificial defects. The experiments with artificial or reference defects 

are here called .  
 

 
 

In the second step the distribution function for the real defects is called  
based on the experiments on real defects E. Both distribution functions will be 
multiplied to create the a posteriori function, which includes the a priori knowledge and 
the experiments with real defects in one distribution function. The constant standardizes 
the distribution to be in sum one. 
 

  
 
To build the distribution functions the bivariate normal distribution functions was used 
for the POD calculation. The POD with confidence bounds is able to be calculated. One 
bivariate normal distribution function was created out of the data from artificial defects 
and another bivariate normal distribution function for the real defects. The amount of 
data which is used to calculate the confidence bound of the a posteriori is the sum of the 
testing data of real defects and a weighted amount of a priori data. The weighted amount 
of data is typical for calculating the amount of data in the frame of the Bayesian 
approach for discrete functions and is explained in (Stange, 1977).  
 
First attempts show that the approach can be used successfully in the discussed area 
with a result almost identical as the classical approach with a bigger amount of data. 
Further research will discuss limitations of the meaningful use of the approach (Kanzler, 
Müller & Pitkänen 2012). 
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6 RESULTS FOR THE USED METHODS 

6.1 Radiographic Testing 

The description of the radiographic testing is written in chapter 4.1. The direction and 
the position of the radiographic probe and the detector are shown schematically in 
Figure 35. 
 

 
 
Figure 35. Schematic image of the radiographic testing equipment. 
 
For the validation of radiographic testing the â vs. a approach is used. The radiographic 
signal, which is used for â, is shown in Figure 36. â is defined in radiographic testing as 
the difference between the recorded X-ray intensities. 
 

 
 
Figure 36. Signal of radiographic testing experiments. 
 
Therefore the penetrated length of the defect is evaluated and is defined as a. Different 
shapes of the artificial defects can be evaluated in one signal POD. But at surface near 
defects (elliptic defects at the surface) the penetrated length in the material of the X-rays 
are much shorter. Therefore it was planned to create another POD only for elliptic 
defects, which will be evaluated soon. 
 
Figure 37 indicates the different artificial defects in the reference block for the first 
POD. 
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Figure 37. Photography and technical drawing of reference block for radiographic 
testing 
 
The following tables show the different types and geometries of the artificial defects, 
which are flat bottom holes, side drill holes and flat bottom squares: 
 
Table 2. Artificial defects for radiographic testing. 
 

 
 
The graph of the linear relation between â and a is shown in Figure 38. 
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Figure 38. â vs. a graph for radiographic testing methods. 
 
The detection threshold for the radiographic testing is set on 190 (grey level units). The 
POD graph which was calculated out of the linear relation and the detection threshold 
has an a90/95 of 0.97 mm. 
 

 
 
Figure 39. POD-graph for radiographic testing. 
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6.2 Ultrasonic Testing 

Ultrasonic testing, which is schematically shown in Figure 40, responds different on flat 
bottom holes, side drill holes and notches. Therefore it is necessary to split them in 
different sections. In this report there will only be a calculation of the flat bottom hole 
POD for ultrasonic testing. The â vs. a method was used for the evaluation. In the near 
future also reliability studies for the side drill holes and notches are planned. 
 

 
 
Figure 40. Schematic image of the ultrasonic testing equipment and set-up 
 
In Figure 41 there is a typical ultrasonic C-scan for one FBH, with the used software. 
The different colour illustrates the echo amplitudes of the ultrasound. The â is defined 
as the signal to noise ratio of maximum amplitude of the echo in the area of the defect 
and as noise the maximum C-scan noise in an area without artificial defects. The 
decision to use the C-scan noise was made, because of the low noise amount in the A-
scan in the neighbourhood of the indication amplitude. 
 

 
 
Figure 41. Signal from EB welding by ultrasonic testing. 
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6.2.1 Holes 

Flat Bottom Holes 

The technical drawing (Figure 42) describes a detail with different FBHs. The used 
reference specimen is shown in appendix I as photography and as technical drawing. 
For the ultrasonic testing the area of the bottom of the FBH is used as “a”. 
 

 
 
Figure 42. Technical drawing of reference block for ultrasonic testing. 
 
All FBHs used for the POD calculation are summarized in the following tables: 
 
Table 3. EDM flat bottom holes for evaluation of ultrasonic testing.   
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An important parameter for the ultrasonic testing is the position of the defect with 
respect to the weld. For the basic POD only one parameter can be evaluated as a 
function for the POD. Therefore there were two different curves calculated: one with 
defects in front of the weld and another graph in the middle and in the back of the weld. 
Through this simplification it was possible to bring into account the position of the weld 
and also remain the diameter as the main parameter.  
 
For the defect in front of the welding, the following calculation was made: The linear 
relation between the area of the FBH and the signal to noise ratio (SNR) in decibel are 
presented in Figure 43. 
 

 
Figure 43. â vs. a graph for ultrasonic testing for FBH in front of the weld. 
 
The detection threshold of the ultrasonic testing was defined at 6 dB above noise level. 
That means that a signal must at least be the double of the noise to be declared as a 
defect. Because the â is evaluated in SNR in decibel the detection threshold is at 6, 
while a signal which is equal to the noise is at 0. Through the POD from Figure 44, 
there was calculated a diameter a90/95 equal 2.5 mm. Through the small amount of data 
the confidence bound are relative wide. 
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Figure 44. POD graph for ultrasonic testing for FBH in front of the weld 
 
The same calculation was made for the defects in the middle and in the back of the 
weld. Therefore it was expected to have a worse a90/95 because of the bigger amount of 
material and that way higher noise level. The linear graph is shown in Figure 45. 
 

 
Figure 45. â vs. a graph for ultrasonic testing for FBH in back and in the middle of the 
weld. 
 
In the POD curve (Figure 46) with a 6dB detection criterion an a90/95 equal 3.3 mm was 
calculated. 
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Figure 46. POD graph for ultrasonic testing for FBH in back and in the middle of the 
weld 
 
For the second reference specimen (XK010) there were too few data to calculate a Basic 
POD. With the information from the comparison between the FBH with 3 mm diameter 
from specimen XK048 and the FBH with 3 mm diameter from specimen XK010, it is 
obvious that the signal to noise ratio from defects of specimen XK010 are much higher 
(between 11 und 17 decibel -measured with the same testing parameters) than the same 
defects of specimen XK048. The higher signals are caused by the smaller scattering of 
the material. For a future POD calculation it is expected that the a90/95 for the XK010 is 
much lower than the a90/95 for the XK048.  
 
It is advised to base the evaluation on a bigger amount of data in the near future. 
 
6.3 Eddy Current Testing 

The eddy current testing (ET) method is depicted in Figure 47 and there are two 
different frequencies used, as it is written in section 4.3. For the reliability analysis the â 
vs. a approach is used. For the calculation of the Basic POD it is important to calculate 
for each frequency separately. 
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Figure 47. Schematic image of eddy current testing. 

6.3.1 High Frequency Eddy Current 
 
The signal is similar to ultrasonic testing calculated as the signal to noise ratio in 
decibel. 
 

 
 
Figure 48. Signal of the high frequency eddy current testing 
 
For high frequency ET there are also different artificial defects, which are evaluated in 
different PODs. The appendix I with the photography and the technical drawing of the 
specimen XK048, which is used here, gives an overview of the evaluated defects. 

Holes 

For the holes a is defined as the diameter, while the depth difference and other 
parameter will only have influences in the scatter band. A detail of the technical 
drawing of the reference block is shown in Figure 49. 
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Figure 49. Detail of the technical drawing of reference specimen XK048 with holes for 
eddy current testing. 
 
Table 4 indicates all artificial holes, which were tested with eddy current method.  
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Table 4. Artificial holes for evaluation of eddy current testing. 
 

 
 
The following analysis had shown that for holes with small diameter and deep depth the 
amplitude was higher than expected. In Figure 50 it was checked if the data points are 
lying on an exponential function, which is an important demand for the POD-
calculation. Through the evaluation of the visual testing pictures it was possible to find 
a reason for this state in the changing of the surface around the hole (see photography in 
Figure 50) or in the changing of the colour around the hole into brownish. The brown 
colour is an evidence for burnt walls of the hole, which leads to another material 
parameter for the eddy current testing. The changing of the material parameter and the 
irregular surface are the reasons for the higher signal to noise ratio. Therefore, six 
different holes were excluded from the POD calculation: H17, H18, H19, H20, H21, 
H22, H27 and H28. 
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Figure 50. Evaluation of the data points with an exponential fitting curve. 
 
The linear â vs. a graph for the eddy current testing of remaining holes with high 
frequency is shown at Figure 51. 
 

 
Figure 51. â vs. a curve for eddy current tested holes without some holes. 
 
With a detection threshold of 6 dB, similar to the ultrasonic testing, the POD was 
calculated. a90/95 equals 0.53 for the ET of holes with high frequency. 
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Figure 52. POD graph for high frequency eddy current testing for holes. 
 

Notches 

For the ET with high frequency different kinds of notches are evaluated. Figure 53 
shows a detail of the technical drawing. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 53. Technical drawing of reference block with notches for eddy current testing 
 
Table 5 gives an overview of all tested notches. 
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Table 5. Artificial notches for evaluation of eddy current testing. 
 

 
 
The lengths of the notches were defined as the main parameter a. â is the same as in the 
last section for the holes. The linear relation between â and a is given by Figure 54.  
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Figure 54. â vs. a graph for high frequency eddy current testing for notches. 
 
For the detection threshold the 6 dB criterion was used again. For the POD for eddy 
current testing of notches with high frequency an a90/95 value of 0.23 mm length was 
calculated. The depth and the width difference are part of the range of scatter. The a90/95 
was smaller than the measured length. It was necessary to extrapolate the linear relation 
to calculate the POD. In the future the extrapolation should be verified with additional 
data. 
 

 
Figure 55. POD graph for high frequency eddy current testing for notches. 

6.3.2 Low Frequency Eddy Current 
 
The signals for the ET with low frequency look different, as the Figure 56 shows. But 
the procedure is very similar to the high frequency eddy current. The reference 
specimen is the same and is also shown in appendix I. Like for the high frequency it is 
necessary to split into holes and notches. 
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Figure 56. Signal of the low frequency eddy current testing. 

Holes 

The holes are the same holes like for the high frequency testing. Only the holes with no 
indication for irregular (burnt) material were evaluated. The linear â vs. a graph is 
shown in Figure 57. 
 

 
 
Figure 57. â vs. a graph for low frequency eddy current testing for holes. 
 
The detection threshold was again selected as the 6 dB, which is described in the high 
frequency chapter. The POD is shown in Figure 58 and the calculated a90/95 equals 0.36 
mm as diameter. The differences of the depth and other parameter are part of the range 
of scatter. 
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Figure 58. POD graph for low frequency eddy current testing for holes. 
 

Notches 

Also for the low frequency testing of notches were the same like with high frequency. 
The linear relation is shown in Figure 59, while the main influence parameter a is 
defined as the length of the notch. 
 

 
Figure 59. â vs. a graph for low frequency eddy current testing for notches. 
 
The POD with a detection threshold of 6 dB has an a90/95 equal 0.51mm. Therefore it is 
also necessary to extrapolate the linear relation, similar to the high frequency ET. 
Additionally future evaluation should take care about the differing scattering of the data 
points. 
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Figure 60. POD graph for low frequency eddy current testing for notches. 
 
6.4 Visual Testing 

The visual testing with remote cameras, which is shown in Figure 61, was tested with 
two different types of artificial defect and different parameters of the system. 
 

 
 
Figure 61. Schematic image of the visual testing set-up with a remote controlled 
camera 
 
As mentioned before, with the data of the visual testing the Hit / Miss approach is used. 
The evaluation is done for holes and separately for notches. 
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6.4.1 Notches 
 
For every set up of the visual testing there is a result. If each defect is found, it is 
impossible to calculate an a90/95 or a POD curve. In this situation it is indicated as “100 
% found”. The results and the calculated POD are both in the appendix, because of the 
amount of data. There are links in the table to the POD curve and the a90/95. It is obvious 
that through the rising testing speed the POD get worse.  

6.4.2 Holes 
 
Also for the holes there are the same parameter set-ups, which are linked to the 
calculated POD curves. Both are parts of the appendix because of the amount of data. 
The data show that there are two important parameters: the speed of the testing and the 
magnification.  
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7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The following table gives an overview with all calculated results of the report. The 
determined a90/95 values of all NDT methods were verified as much lower than the 
expected critical defect of 15 mm. With respect to the critical defect all methods are 
well suited to find also defects smaller than the critical defect.  
 
In some of the evaluations of artificial defects the calculated a90/95 is much lower than 
the measured values. The extrapolation which was necessary needs to be checked in 
future work. For a rough evaluation it is useful. The position of the slope of the POD 
curve is only based on some values. For a more exact calculation it is advised to base 
this POD on some more measured values. This is especially necessary for the eddy 
current testing of notches which were extrapolated. 
 
Every method has evaluated only a single parameter. There are more parameters which 
should also be part of the evaluation. For example in the eddy current testing of notches, 
in which the length was evaluated, also the depth and the width has an influence of the 
evaluation result. It is expected that the relation based on two parameters is similar to 
the Rose approach (Rose 1948), which is shown in Figure 62. The relation of width and 
length creates a limit of visibility. Every defect which is under the limit of visibility is 
not detectable. But one length differs in its visibility, when the width rises or decreases. 
 

 
 
Figure 62. Influence of width and length in eddy current testing. 
 
For ultrasonic testing another parameter is the position of the FBH with respect to the 
weld. For the visual testing the influence of the speed of the testing can easily be shown 
at the above mentioned tables. For the specific calculation of the right parameters the 
multi-parameter POD is a useful tool. In the next part of the project the development for 
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multi-parameter PODs is planned to create, if necessary, for a more accurate result for 
the reliability studies. 
 
Especially for real defects there will be the situation, that two different defects will have 
the same maximum amplitude (i.e. Ultrasonic testing Figure 63).  
 

 
 
Figure 63. Maximum amplitude of real defects for ultrasonic testing. 
 
For this situation it is necessary to improve the maximum amplitude based POD to an 
approach with the data field as an input parameter. The data field is an extension of 
using the whole field of signal instead of one signal amplitude. Therefore it is required 
to enlarge the evaluation of the NDT-data, which will happen in the near future, also for 
some artificial defects. This approach is important for the appropriate evaluation of real 
defects. 
 
Sooner or later the evaluation will come to the limit due to the limitation of available 
data. It is impossible to have as much data as necessary for an overall-POD. The 
approach to solve this problem is the evaluation by a data fusion with for instance the 
Bayesian statistics, which can combine data of artificial and real defects in the same 
POD. The specific approach and the mathematical basics in use of the reliability studies 
are at the moment in development.  
 
As a result for the end user it is useful to combine each single result of the methods into 
a multi-method POD. This POD will give an overview over all important information 
and made reliability studies.  
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